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Timor-Leste
Pedro Cassiano Santos, Rita Castelo Ferreira & José Melo Ribeiro
VdA
Introduction
East Timor’s financial system essentially revolves around banking and currency exchange
activities. According to data compiled by the Central Bank of East Timor1 (Banco Central
de Timor-Leste, hereinafter “BCTL”), the financial institutions currently operating in the
East Timorese territory are:
• four branches of foreign commercial banks:
• Caixa Geral de Depósitos, S.A. – Timor-Leste (“BNU Timor”) (Portugal);
• Australia and New Zealand Bank (“ANZ”) Banking Group Limited – Timor-Leste
Branch (Australia);
• PT. Bank Mandiri (Persero) Tbk. Dili – Timor-Leste Branch (“Mandiri Bank”)
(Indonesia); and
• PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), Tbk, Timor-Leste Branch (also from
Indonesia);
• one state-owned commercial bank – Banco Nacional de Comércio de Timor-Leste, S.A.
(“BNCTL”);
• two insurance companies:2
• Sinarmas Insurance, S.A. (Indonesia); and
• Federal Insurance Timor, S.A. (originally from Samoa);
• three currency exchange bureaux;
• eight money transfer operators;
• two other deposit-taking institutions; and
• one finance company.
Looking specifically at the commercial banks and insurance companies, only one of the seven
main financial institutions operating in East Timor is of national origin, which serves as a
good example of the melting pot of cultures found in the East Timorese territory.3
One of the most obvious and persistent effects of East Timor’s eventful history is, in fact, the
influence of a broad range of different legal traditions, which is clearly reflected in its current
legal system. In addition to traditional East Timorese customs, the Portuguese, Indonesian
and United Nations legal systems continue to influence modern East Timorese law.4
It is also worth mentioning that much of the legal framework currently in force in East Timor
– including the key piece of legislation on banking law, UNTAET Regulation no. 2000/8, of
25 February 2000 – was enacted by the United Nations Transitional Administration in East
Timor (“UNTAET”), which administered the East Timorese territory from October 1999 until
the regaining of independence, on 20 May 2002. In addition to the UNTAET regulations,
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Indonesian laws that have not been repealed remain in force, even though the Constitution of
East Timor and much of its statutory and regulatory law – such as the East Timorese banking
law – are modelled on Portuguese law.5
Among the latest initiatives in the banking and financial sector, we would highlight the
Credit Guarantee System for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (“SMEs”), which has
been officially launched by BCTL in July 2019. The Credit Guarantee System is a public
programme created in 2017 and financed by the East Timorese State, which aims to promote
the concession of credit to SMEs in priority areas, towards the diversification of the East
Timorese economy, through the sharing of the associated credit risk between the East
Timorese State and banks.6
We also highlight the National Strategy for Financial Inclusion 2017–2022, a five-year
strategic plan which aims to provide primary financial services at affordable costs to all
segments of the East Timorese population, as well as combatting financial illiteracy.7
Initiatives aimed at allowing the use of mobile and electronic methods of payment have also
been adopted. The National Policy for Information and Communications Technologies (2017–
2019), approved by Government Resolution no. 9/2017, of 15 February 2017, established the
political basis for the elaboration of legal frameworks on electronic transactions (including
e-government), privacy and data protection, cybersecurity and cybercrime, which may have
significant impacts on financial services.
A recent step in the promotion of e-commerce platforms was the authorisation granted in
August 2018 by BCTL to a fintech company’s application to conduct a trial of its e-wallet
transfer system service in East Timor. In accordance with the information provided by
BCTL,8 this authorisation allows the company to offer e-payment services, cash top-ups and
withdrawals through agents of one of the leading telecommunications companies in East
Timor, as well as balance enquiries and mini-statements.
Prior to this, in 2014 BNU Timor and Timor-Telecom, the leading telecommunications operator
in East Timor, launched the country’s first mobile wallet product (“BNU Mobile”) under the
authorisation granted to BNU Timor by BCTL on 3 September 2014. To the best of our
knowledge, BNU Mobile had limited adherence among clients, although it is still in operation.
Nonetheless, the fact that relevant stakeholders continue to invest in mobile and electronic
payment systems reveals commitment to innovation in banking technology, which in the longrun may come to revolutionise payments in East Timor, a traditionally cash-based country,
possibly further influenced by the official usage of the US dollar as the local currency.9
Perhaps the most relevant recent step towards the modernisation of banking services in East
Timor, and one that confirms the ambition to expand the access to banking services to all
segments of the population, has been the launching of the National Switch Payment Service
(“P24”) by BCTL, on 18 December 2018. This service intends to allow customers to make
transactions through any ATM or Point of Service (“PoS”) device, connect the providers of
e-wallet services (when such services become significant in the country) and settle taxes and
other financial responsibilities to the Government and to private businesses.
It is expected, however, that the P24 service will take some time to be fully implemented.
In the initial stages, only BNU Timor and Mandiri Bank ATMs’ will be linked; BNCTL and
BRI are expected to join the P24 ATM network next.
Although much remains to be done, the East Timorese financial system is developing
gradually. East Timor is now considering its adherence to the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (“ASEAN”) and, with the objective of preparing its market and the laws
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governing overall economic activities, it is to be expected that a new push of legislation will
be taken in a process that is likely to mark the next years in this jurisdiction. The intention
and purpose of this adherence seems essentially to facilitate the coming closer of East Timor
to its neighbours and economic partners, as this will inevitably also stimulate banking and
payment servicers’ activities and providers. We must remain hopeful that this will also bring
further opportunities for economic and social development for East Timor.
Similarly, East Timor is also considering a possible adherence to the World Trade Organization
(“WTO”), a further sign of the intention to foster economic ties with neighbours and partners,
a development that is also capable of producing long-term effects by contributing to the
development of the East Timorese economy and the enlarging of its connection with other
economies.
Regulatory architecture: Overview of banking regulators and key regulations
Established in 2011, and in the place of the Central Payments Office (“CPO”) and the
Banking and Payments Authority (“BPA”), BCTL is an independent and autonomous public
entity that acts not only as East Timor’s central bank, but which is also responsible for
regulating, licensing and supervising banks, insurance companies and other entities that carry
out financial activities on national territory. BCTL is also the sole entity responsible for
the application of corrective measures and administrative sanctions to financial institutions.
Furthermore, BCTL is responsible for managing the country’s payment system, as well as
issuing national coins as sub-units of the US dollar, and for safeguarding monetary policy
in line with the economic policy defined by the East Timorese Government.
Unlike other legal systems, there is no clear distinction between prudential supervision and
market conduct supervision.10 BCTL’s powers and responsibilities are set out in its Organic
Law, approved by Law no. 5/2011, of 15 June 2011.
The licensing and supervision of banking activities are governed by UNTAET Regulation
no. 2000/8, of 25 February 2000 (hereinafter, the “Banking Law”). In addition to the Banking
Law, there is a vast number of CPO/BPA/BCTL regulations that should also be considered
when analysing the East Timorese banking framework, such as Instruction CPO/B-2000/2 on
regulatory capital, Instruction CPO/B-2001/2 on banks’ equity investments and Instruction
CPO/B-2000/4 on the qualifications of administrators, among others.
In accordance with the Banking Law, a “bank” means a legal person engaged in the business
of accepting deposits from the public in East Timor and using these funds, either in whole
or in part, to make extensions of credit or investments for the account and at the risk of the
person carrying on the business. Under the Banking Law, no person shall engage in such
business without an effective licence issued by BCTL. Furthermore, no bank organised
outside East Timor shall be permitted to engage directly in any financial activity in East
Timor unless the activity is undertaken through a local branch office for which an effective
licence has been issued by BCTL.
Due to the relevance of currency exchange bureaux and money transfer operators in East
Timor, we would also highlight UNTAET Regulation no. 2000/5, of 20 January 2000, and
BCTL Instruction no. 1/2013 on the licensing and supervision of such activities.
Recent regulatory themes and key regulatory developments
Regulatory legislation is (as already mentioned) quite recent, as it only dates back from 2000,
and the East Timorese financial system is still relatively unsophisticated when compared
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with those of other countries, including geographically close countries such as Indonesia or
the Philippines.
Furthermore, in recent years the country faced great political instability caused by frequent
changes in Government, which significantly contributed to a decrease in the number of
legislative initiatives.
Without prejudice to the foregoing, there is a matter that is currently a hot regulatory topic
and that, in our opinion, was the most relevant regulatory development in East Timor over
the last few years: anti-money laundering and the prevention of terrorism financing.
BCTL issued Instruction no. 5/2017 (“AML Instruction”), revoking the previously issued
instruction on related matters, with a view to, inter alia, addressing concerns regarding the
quality of the information held on clients with established relationships with banks or clients
looking to establish such relationships, as well as the source of the money being used by
clients for bank operations.
The AML Instruction came to extend banks’ duties and obligations when accepting new
clients or when performing operations with existing clients, and also imposed the creation
of internal policies and procedures aimed at fulfilling the purpose of the AML Instruction,
such as: identification and verification of clients’ identity; client acceptance; monitoring
and permanent control of high-risk bank accounts; notification of suspicious operations
to the competent authorities; and document conservation. These developments included
the introduction of a form, to be completed by banks when complying with the obligation
of notification of a suspicious operation to the Financial Information Unit (Unidade de
Informação Financeira) – an administrative unit created by Decree-Law no. 16/2014, of
18 June 2014, with the purpose of analysing information related to suspicious transactions.
There were other important legislative innovations, not directly related to regulatory issues,
but which could have a positive impact on the country’s banking and finance sector.
As previously mentioned, among the latest initiatives in the banking and financial sector, we
highlight the Credit Guarantee System for SMEs that has been officially launched by BCTL
in July 2019, following the approval of BCTL’s Regulation no. 4/2018, of 20 December
2018, which implemented general rules and procedures applicable to the Credit Guarantee
System. For the initial stage, the Credit Guarantee programme will benefit only SMEs owned
by East Timorese and operating in Agriculture, Tourism, Industry and Manufacturing, and
Transport sectors.11
We also highlight that on 5 June 2017 Law no. 13/2017 was published, approving the Special
Regime for the Determination of Ownership of Real Property (commonly referred to as the
“Land Law”), which might help clarify the legal status of land ownership by recognising the
different types of private ownership rights.
The Land Law aims to define ownership of real property through the recognition and
attribution of primary ownership rights over real property. It also sets forth the establishment
of a National Land Registry, which shall gather all official information on the legal status
of immovable property.
The new Land Law could come to have a significant impact on the country’s banking activity,
considering that one of the major current issues is the proper constitution of in rem collaterals
and its enforceability when needed, which offers banks greater security when lending to
clients.
August 2017 saw the publication of Law no. 15/2017, of 23 August 2017, which approved
the New Legal Regime for Private Investment in East Timor, revoking the previous regime
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dating from 2011 and aiming, on the one hand, to modernise the country’s legal regime and,
on the other, to harmonise East Timorese legislation with the guidelines issued by the Global
Investment Agreement of the Association of South East Asian Nations.
This Law grants special benefits to investors, through either a declaration issued by the
East Timorese State defining the investor’s benefits (“Statement of Benefits”) or a special
investment agreement, which can consist of: the granting of five work visas to foreign
workers hired as supervisors, directors or employees with technical functions suited to the
investment project in question; the right of rental of real estate owned by the State, for an
initial period of up to 50 years, renewable for 25 years up to a total of 100 years; and finally,
fiscal and customs benefits for projects related to agriculture, livestock, forest, fishing and
aquaculture, transformative industries, housing, and tourism activities.
Nevertheless, we note that investments made by the State and by public companies do not fall
within the scope of this Law. In addition, investments by legal persons whose share capital
is more than 50% State-owned cannot take advantage of these tax and customs benefits.
Furthermore, on 21 February 2018 the East Timorese Government approved Government
Decree no. 2/2018, which regulates certain points of the New Legal Regime for Private
Investment. One of the most relevant provisions of this Decree regulates the minimum
investment values that must be observed by investors for these to take advantage of the
abovementioned special benefits. The public institute TradeInvest Timor-Leste, I.P. has
the obligation to create and maintain up-to-date records of all investments that have been
granted these benefits. On 29 May 2019, Government Decree no. 4/2019 approved the
first amendment to Government Decree no. 2/2018, amending the transitional provisions
applicable to pending proceedings submitted under the previous regime dating from 2011.
Decree-Law no. 34/2017, of 27 September 2017, was also introduced, establishing a new
legal regime for the Licensing of Economic Activities. Its main purpose is to simplify the
licensing procedure applicable to such activities, notably by centralising the entire procedure
to launch an economic activity in a single competent entity, the Department for Business
Registry and Verification (“SERVE”).
Bank governance and internal controls
The East Timorese legislation includes several provisions on the governance requirements
applicable to banks, notably provisions with respect to banks’ administrative structure, the
qualifications of their administrators and banks’ internal control systems.
Section 16.1 of the Banking Law provides that each bank developing its business under
East Timorese law shall be administered by a Governing Board and shall have an Audit
Committee. Furthermore, banks shall have a Risk Management Committee or, at least,
separate committees for Credit and Asset and Liability Management.
Concerning the composition of the Governing Board, Section 16.3 establishes that it shall
have an uneven number of members, between a minimum of three and a maximum of seven.
These Board members shall be appointed by the General Meeting of Shareholders and
their mandate cannot exceed four years, without prejudice of eventual re-appointment for
subsequent periods.
East Timorese banking legislation also includes provisions on the expertise and qualifications
of members of the Governing Board, the Senior Management and the Audit Committee,
notably in Section 17 of the Banking Law and in Instruction CPO/B-2000/4 of the CPO12
(“Instruction 4/2000”) on the qualifications of administrators.
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Section 17 of the Banking Law sustains that every person elected or appointed as a bank
administrator must be a person of good repute and must comply with the criteria established
by the CPO in supplementary regulation, regarding qualifications, experience and integrity.
Instruction 4/2000 details the requirements and necessary qualifications applicable to bank
administrators, developing the provisions of Section 17 of the Banking Law. It further
defines the concept of “administrator” and sets forth a set of criteria that these individuals
must meet, which covers qualifications, experience and integrity.
Among other requirements, the Instruction demands that bank administrators hold a university
degree and further states that there should be no evidence of, inter alia, any financial or
administrative problems in their previous employment, nor of financial fraud, tax avoidance
or default on indebtedness. The minimum years of experience required, depending on the
administrator’s specific role,13 is also addressed.
BCTL must approve all members of a bank’s Governing Board. This process is started
by the interested bank, which must submit, in writing, a certified copy of the decision
of the General Meeting appointing the selected candidate, the candidate’s identification
and contacts, information on the candidate’s business or professional activity and his/her
curriculum vitae. Information must also be submitted regarding the candidate’s relationship
with other banks (whether as a shareholder or as an administrator) and his/her membership
in other companies, partnerships, associations or groups of persons acting together with a
common purpose, whether organised as a formal business entity or not.
Alongside this application for approval, banks can also apply for a waiver of some of the
requirements outlined above. This application should contain all relevant data related to the
proposed administrator, clearly identifying the criteria he/she does not meet and explaining
why the bank is seeking a waiver of those requirements. Nevertheless, the following criteria
cannot be waived under any circumstance by BCTL: not having been deprived by law of the
right to sit on the governing board of a legal entity; not currently serving, nor having served
at any time during the immediately preceding 12-month period, as controller of BCTL or
on the management of BCTL; never having been convicted of a crime; BCTL not having
determined that the proposed administrator was a party to a transaction that violates the
Banking Law or any instruction issued under it; and not having been subject to an insolvency
proceeding as a debtor.
Section 19 of the Banking Law states that each bank shall have an Audit Committee, defined
in Instruction 4/2000 of the CPO as “an independent committee of the bank which establishes
and supervises compliance with appropriate accounting procedures and controls, and which
provides oversight of the bank’s internal and external audit functions”. This committee
shall be composed of three members, also appointed by the bank’s General Meeting of
Shareholders for a two-year mandate.
The Audit Committee is responsible for establishing adequate accounting procedures and
controls for the bank, and for supervising compliance with these procedures. It is also
expected to monitor compliance with banking rules and legislation and to deliver opinions
on any matters submitted to it by the Governing Board or any others it may wish to address.
Additionally, banks are required to create a Risk Management Committee, which should
comprise three members of the Governing Board. This committee is responsible, inter
alia, for establishing and monitoring the implementation of procedures for credit appraisal,
asset and liability management. It is also accountable for monitoring compliance with the
legislation applicable to credit and other risks, reporting directly to the Governing Board
on these matters.
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As to the remuneration of the members of the Governing Board, Section 16.4 of the Banking
Law and Instruction CPO/B-2001/9 of the CPO (“Instruction 9/2001”) on the Remuneration
of Members of the Governing Board and of the Senior Management of newly licenced
banks determine that said remuneration is freely established by the General Meeting of
Shareholders. Nevertheless, for the first three years of operations, the remuneration of the
members of the Governing Board and of the Senior Management must be approved by BCTL.
This approval process is part of the application submitted for a banking licence, and the
request must be accompanied by a certified copy of the decision of the General Meeting of
Shareholders or of the Governing Board, respectively, on the remuneration of the Governing
Board or of the Senior Management.
BCTL shall decline a proposal on remuneration if, for instance, such proposed remuneration
is expected to adversely affect the bank’s future earnings prospects or financial condition.
Any changes made to the remuneration, as presented in the application for a banking licence,
shall require BCTL’s written approval prior to their implementation.
Regarding banks’ internal control systems, the CPO issued Instruction CPO/B-2001/5
(“Instruction 5/2001”) on Banks’ Internal Control Systems, which demands the establishment,
by banks, of a “sound internal control process, for the purposes of preventing losses,
maintaining reliable financial and managerial reporting, enhancing the prudent operation
of banks, and promoting stability in the financial system of East Timor”.
Banks shall also, according to Section 32 of the Banking Law, appoint an independent
external auditor, recommended by the Audit Committee and approved by BCTL, who
shall, among other duties, assist in maintaining proper accounts and records; prepare an
annual report on whether the financial statements present a full and fair view of the financial
condition of the bank, in accordance with the banking legislation; and inform BCTL, with
respect to any bank or any of its subsidiaries, of any fraudulent acts or any irregularity or
deficiency in their administration.
Finally, Instruction 5/2001 establishes that banks must ensure an appropriate segregation
of duties in operational functions, and that bank employees should not be given conflicting
responsibilities. Banks shall pay special attention to areas of “potential conflicts of interest”
and shall identify, minimise and subject these to “careful and independent monitoring”.
Bank capital requirements
In what concerns capital requirements, Section 4 of the Banking Law states that BCTL
currently has sole competence and responsibility for defining the minimum capital for newly
licensed banks, which may not be less than the equivalent of US$2,000,000.
Section 4 of the Banking Law further stipulates that the amount of capital allocated to a
bank determines the financial activities it will be permitted to engage in. In fact, Section 24
of the Banking Law further details the range of financial activities that banks can perform,
based on their amount of capital (minimum capital, twice the minimum capital and three
times the minimum capital). For example, banks with the minimum capital can only: receive
deposits, bearing interest or not, in one currency; buy and sell for the bank’s own account
certain types of debt securities; extend credit, including consumer and mortgage credit; carry
out factoring with or without recourse; provide payment and collection services; issue and
administer means of payment; buy and sell foreign exchange for cash for the account of a
customer; and provide for the safekeeping of securities and other valuables.
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Instruction CPO/B-2000/2 (“Instruction 2/2000”) on Regulatory Capital develops the capital
requirements applicable to banks and to branches of foreign banks operating in East Timor and
lays down the concepts of regulatory, tier one and tier two capital, and their form of calculation.
Instruction 2/2000 also establishes a capital adequacy ratio that must be of at least 12%,
based on a comparison of banks’ regulatory capital and their assets and off-balance sheet
exposures, according to a predetermined risk-weight factor.
In accordance with Section 49(f) of the Banking Law and Chapter IV of Instruction 2/2000,
banks also face limitations in respect of the distribution of dividends, in the sense that such
distribution is not allowed if it leads to a situation where the bank fails to comply with the
minimum required amount of regulatory capital or the minimum capital adequacy ratio.
Additionally, there is also a CPO Instruction – Instruction CPO/B-2000/3 (“Instruction
3/2000”) – that establishes the liquidity requirements for banks licensed in East Timor,
developing several provisions of the Banking Law. The purpose of the Instruction is “to
provide for an adequate balance between a bank’s invested funds (assets) and its financial
resources (liabilities) and to ensure that a bank is at all times able to fund its operations
under any conditions and at a reasonable cost”.
This Instruction further establishes a set of principles contained in Publication no. 69, of
February 2000, of the Bank for International Settlements, Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, which can be summarised as follows:
1. development of a structure for liquidity management;
2. measurement and monitoring of net funding requirements;
3. management of market access, with a periodic review of its efforts in the establishment
and maintenance of relationships with liability holders;
4. existence of contingency plans addressing the strategy for handling liquidity crises;
5. management of banks’ foreign currency liquidity;
6. existence of an adequate system of internal controls over banks’ liquidity risk
management process; and
7. existence of a mechanism to ensure that an adequate level of disclosure of information
about the bank exists, for the management of public perception of banks’ organisation and
soundness.
According to Instruction 3/2000, banks’ liquidity ratio shall be of at least 15%, calculated by
dividing a bank’s highly liquid assets by its total liabilities (not including equity).
Finally, banks shall report to BCTL, at each month end and in the prescribed format annexed
to Instructions 2/2000 and 3/2000, their calculation of regulatory capital, risk-weighted assets,
capital adequacy ratio and short-term liquidity ratio.
Rules governing banks’ relationships with their customers and other third parties
Bank/customer relationships have always been on the legislators’ and regulators’ radars
across the globe and East Timor is no exception.
The main provisions governing these relationships can be found in the Banking Law and in
further regulations issued by BCTL.
Firstly, Section 28 of the Banking Law establishes that banks have the obligation to notify their
customers (not distinguishing between retail customers, professional clients or more substantial
counterparties) of the precise nature of their business and of the terms and conditions associated
with the deposits made and credits received by them, including the compound annual rate of
interest.
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Instruction CPO/B-2001/3 (“Instruction 3/2001”) sets out further regulation on this matter,
establishing that, with respect to the nature of a bank’s business, a certified copy of its licence
shall be made public, as well as the financial activities it is authorised to perform. Instruction
3/2001 also states that the types, terms and conditions of deposits and credits offered by the
bank at any given moment shall also be publicly disclosed to customers.
Furthermore, this Instruction specifies, in relation to deposits and credits, special requirements
concerning information to be provided to customers, inter alia, the types of deposits and
credits available, their interest rates, collateral requirements and associated service charges
or fees.
In what specifically concerns deposit-taking activities, BPA14 Instruction no. 9/2003 regulates
the opening and maintenance of deposit accounts, establishing requirements that banks must
comply with when performing these activities. This Instruction also clarifies banks’ duties
when closing a customer’s deposit account.
Additionally, Section 2.5 of the Banking Law forbids any person to “make a misstatement of
material fact or false representation or do anything to create a false appearance or engage
in any manipulative device or practice in relation to the taking of deposit”.
Regarding credit and lending, Instruction CPO/B-2001/8 (“Instruction 8/2001”) on credit
documentation establishes a set of requirements that must be complied with by banks, notably
the maintenance at the bank’s head office in East Timor of adequate documentation on each
credit, “based on the type of credit, the complexity of the credit transaction, and the extent of
the borrower’s credit relationship with the bank”, and further explains the minimum credit
documentation that shall be included.
East Timor’s law on consumer protection, Law no. 8/2016, of 8 July 2016 (“Consumer
Protection Law”), which applies to all goods and services provided by companies in East
Timor, including banking and financial products, established a framework for the protection
of consumers’ rights and has encouraged improvements in the quality of the services provided
by East Timorese companies to their clients.
The Consumer Protection Law sets forth a comprehensive set of rights for consumers,
notably the right to be provided with detailed information on products and services being
commercialised, and the right to effective legal protection, while also imposing a set of new
obligations on suppliers, with non-compliance resulting in fines or even revocation of the
authorisation to conduct business activities. Although still at its initial stages, a consumer
protection association named TANE – Associação de Defesa dos Consumidores de TimorLeste has recently been created and is already enjoying the cooperation of the corresponding
associations in Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and Portugal.
BCTL currently has a procedures manual to deal with non-compliance by financial
institutions, which allows for the initiation of proceedings against a non-compliant financial
institution.
Banks must firstly provide a response to the person who filed a complaint. If the client
remains unsatisfied with the bank’s response or if the regulatory violation was severe, BCTL
will adopt a more active role in this process.
Customers also have at their disposal a form, available on BCTL’s website, through which
they can address complaints directly to this entity.
BCTL is considering the implementation of more accessible and cost-effective means to
solve disputes between banks and customers, such as establishing a financial ombudsman
or embracing alternative dispute resolution.
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Concerning inbound cross-border activities, Section 2.4 of the Banking Law determines that
no bank incorporated under foreign legislation may operate directly in the East Timorese
financial system, unless this activity is undertaken through a local branch for which an
effective licence has been issued by BCTL.
Any foreign bank must apply for a licence on the same terms as a national bank, under
Section 5 of the Banking Law, and follow the procedure detailed in CPO Instruction no.
1/2000 on the application for bank licences. This application must be accompanied by a set
of information, contained in several CPO/BPA/BCTL Instructions.
Finally, as regards anti-money laundering, East Timor has relatively well-developed
legislation.
Firstly, Section 21 of the Banking Law states that banks are prohibited from “conceal[ing],
convert[ing], or transfer[ing] cash or other property, knowing that such property is derived
from criminal activity”, and that they must inform the authorities “responsible for combating
money laundering of evidence that property is derived from criminal activity and provide,
at the authorities’ request, any additional related information”.
There are several other legal instruments regulating this matter, among which we highlight
Law no. 17/2011 (as amended) and the AML Instruction referred to above.
Each of these regulations impose duties and obligations on banks when contracting with
clients, whether in the context of an ongoing business relationship or the occasional
transaction.
These duties include, first and foremost, the proper identification of customers (based on
their legal documents) and verification of that same identification. These duties must be
reinforced if the bank is dealing with high-risk clients, such as clients with high net property,
politically exposed clients, and non-residents, especially if they reside in countries with no
anti-money laundering regulation.
Banks are also expected to maintain records of every transaction performed and of their
clients’ information, as well as to develop an internal anti-money laundering and terrorism
financing prevention programme, to be used in the training of their employees.
Furthermore, banks must report every operation performed in cash in an amount equal to or
higher than US$10,000, whether consisting of a single operation or several interconnected
operations.
In addition, banks have a duty to immediately report any suspicious operation to the Financial
Information Unit. Once this report has been submitted, banks must refuse the performance of
any further operations when the identified risk of money laundering and terrorism financing
cannot be reduced or eliminated. Failure to comply with these provisions will lead to
misdemeanour proceedings and the bank in question will be faced with a fine of between
US$5,000 and US$500,000.
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